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Listeners’ emotional reaction to music is governed by their expectations about what is 
going to happen. 


A Strategy for Riveting Performances


• think about the “systems” of your piece: how are these systems supposed to work? 
• if the system is hard to understand, look for patterns, think about what has been
 established as “normal” in the melody/harmony/rhythm
• what parts of the melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic structure of your piece stray from
 expectations? 
• you have two tools to use to highlight these exceptional moments

TONE  dynamics, color, vibrato 
TIME  rhythmic pushing or delay of beat arrivals, slight manipulations 

of lengths of notes. 

• decide how you will use your tools to heighten tension, thwart and then reward your 
listeners expectations, and create stunning performances!

• some things to consider: 
• dissonance, large and small scale (the gravity of the tonal solar system) 
• small scale/local: pitches foreign to key, foreign to prevailing harmony 
• larger scale: non-diatonic chords
• large scale: tonal areas
• weak vs strong metric placement of unexpected events
• melody: exceptions to general contour direction? 
• inertia: listeners expect what has happened before to continue to happen
• patterns: are any established and then disrupted? 
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